The Model 196 is an extremely rugged cartridge-fired projector that is functional and simple. The power control is on the rear of the gas block for convenience and will provide many years of service.

**MODEL 196 SPECIFICATIONS**

- 196 stock and action - Savage Model II FL .22LR caliber 5 shot clip
  (ships with a1 X x Pistol Scope)
- Dart barrel - 13mm 19” rifled barrel with Airflow Control Ports
- Cartridges - Pneu-Dart .22 caliber blank power loads
- Sights - Fiber optic rear and front sight are available upon request
- Weight - 6 1/2 lbs.
- Power control - 5 position
- Range - 0 to 70 yards with 1 cc Type 'C' RDDs
- Front and rear quick detachable sling swivels included
- Delivers 0.5 cc C - 10 cc U RDDs

**WHAT'S INCLUDED**

- Sling
- Hat
- Economy rifle case
- Dart caddy
- Gun lock
- Manual
- Warranty card
- 1 year warranty

*Proper remote delivery must be delivered to the O-Zone™ injection site. Pneu-Dart recommends consistently delivering an appropriate sized practice RDD to a six-inch target before attempting to deliver any medication remotely. The species neutral O-Zone™ is on the side of the neck forward of the shoulder.*